TIPS FOR RECYCLING YOUR TV

☐ Start with GreenerGadgets.org.
To find a location to safely and easily recycle unwanted TVs, go to www.GreenerGadgets.org.

☐ Provide your zip code.
Greenergadgets.org will direct you to outlets in your zip code that will recycle electronics.

☐ Call ahead.
Before you drop off your old TV, computer or other device, please check the “Accepted Electronics” tab in the search results or call ahead to confirm they’ll accept your donation. You’ll need to know the size of your TV (measured diagonally) before you call.

☐ Other options.
Please note, some locations do not accept TVs over a certain size unless you purchase a new TV. If you have a large TV that does not meet the requirements of your first choice of drop off locations, check one of the other locations listed.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT SAFEKIDS.ORG